paper presents efficient algorithms for fmdmg a rmmmum cardmahty k-dommatmg set without taking power, connected k-dominating set and total I-dormnatmg set of a sun-free chordal graph NP-complete results for these problems are also discussed
Introduction
All graphs in this paper are simple, i.e. finite, undirected, loopless and without multiple edges. T;ke length of a path is the number of edges in the path. The drstance d&x, y) from vertex x to vertex y in a graph G is the minimum length of a path from x to y; d&x, y) --00 if there is no path from x to y. A k-dominating set of a graph G = (V, E) is a set of vertices D such that for every vertex x in V there exists some vertex y in D satisfying d(x, y)= k. The k-domination problem is to fmd the k-dommatron number &(G), which is the minimum cardinality of a k-dominating set of a graph G.
The k-domination problem is a natural model for location problems. In the generic model, each vertex of G represents a customer and a potential site for a facility. A feasible solution corresponds to a set of facilities located at D c Y such that every customer is within distance k of some facility. An optlmal solution is a minimum cardinality set of facilities with this property.
In the past decade, variations of the k-domination problem have been extensively studied. Most of the cases are done for k = 1. Usually, "domination" is used for l-domination. Since the k-domination problem and its variations are NP-complete, one can only hope for efficient algorithms for special classes of graphs. In particular, the class of trees is usually the first class m which efficient algorithms are available. Once we have algorithms in trees, a reasonable direction is toward to the class of chordal graphs.
Chordal graphs were first introduced by Hynal and Suranyi [18] for the theory of perfect graphs. A graph is chordal if every cycle of length greater than three has a chord, 1.e. an edge loming two nonconsecutive vertices in the cycle. In a graph G = (V, E), the (open) neighborhood of a vertex u is the set N(o) = (U E I/: u is adjacent to o> and the closed nelghborhood
N[o] =N(o)U (0).
A vertex u 1s simplictal if N[u] is a clique. It is well known that a graph G = (V, E) 1s chordal tf and only if rt has a perfect ehminatron ordering, i.e. an ordering ]b t, . . . , up] of I/ such that u, is a simphcial vertex of the subgraph G, induced by (u,, . . . . u,,>; see [17] . Linear algorithms for recognizing a chordal graph and producing a perfect elimination ordering were given in [30, 321. An n-sun is a chordal graph which has a Hamiltonian cycle (xl, . . . , x2,,, xl), where x2, is of degree two for 1 I 15n. This definition is equivalent to the one in [6, 71. An n-an&sun IS the complement of an n-sun. A graph is sun-free (3-sun-3-anti-sun-Jree, odd-sun-free respectively) if it does not contam an n-sun with nz3 (3-sun or 3-anti-sun, n-sun with n odd respectively). , we can choose a specified vertex as the last vertex up in the strong elimination ordering. In this paper we only need a simple elimination ordering, rather than a strong elimination ordering, of a sun-free chordal graph.
One of the methods for solving domination problems is the labeling technique, see [4, 5, 8, 19, 26, 311 . The method looks a little btt tedious, but it is intuitive and quite efficient. The basic idea of this method is to begin with leaves or simple vertices and then to find the dominating set by working recursively inward. At each Similar to Lemma 2.3, we have a more general result as follows. 
Lemma 2.4. If m a graph G = (V, E) vertex j $ S E V and N[n] s N[J] for every n E S, then there exists a minimum K-dominating set D such that

E N(t).
Based on the above lemmas we have the following algorithm for the K-domination problem in sun-free chordal graphs. In the algorithm, to delete a vertex I from G we don't have to reconstruct the adjacency lists of G-z. We only have to mark the deleted vertices and update the degrees of the neighbors of the marked vertices. A maximal neighbor of a simple vertex is a neighbor with maximum degree. In Sections 3 and 4 we will only use G : = G -I for deleting i from G without detailed implementations and degrees of vertices are considered updated automattcally. 
Connected k-domination in sun-free chordal graphs
The connected domination problem IS NP-complete for bipartite graphs [28] , split graphs [25] and ~-CUBS [ll]. Efficient algorithms have been found for the connected domination problem in sun-free chordal graphs [33] , 2-trees [33] , seriesparallel graphs [33] and permutation graphs [9] .
The method for the connected dominatton problem in sun-free chordal graphs in [33] is a transformation of the problem to the Sterner tree problem. Given a graph G= (V, E) and a set R C_ V of terminal vertices, a Steiner tree of G (with respect to R) is a tree which is a subgraph of G containing R. White et al. [33] gave an O(l V12), in fact O(l VI + IE(), algorithm for finding a minimum cardinality Steiner tree m a sun-free chordal graph. Suppose G = (V, E) is a chordal graph and R c V conststs of a vertex from each component of the subgraph induced by the set of all simphctal vertices of G. They proved that a nonempty subset D is a connected dominating set if and only tf DU R is connected. Hence we can use the algorithm for the Steiner tree problem to solve the connected domination problem in sun-free chordal graphs. In fact, a direct algorithm is given below. Suppose G is a connected graph with a simple elimination ordering [u,, . . ., 0~3. In the rest of this section, we will develop an algorithm for the connected kdomination problem. Similar to the method in Section 2, a more general problem is introduced. Suppose G = (V, E) is a connected graph with V= { 1, . . . . p} and L=(q,..., aJ is an ordered p-tuple of nonnegative integers. A connected Ldominatmg set or cl-dominatmg set is a set of vertices D such that G[D] is connected and for any vertex m E V there exists a vertex n ED satisfying d(m, n) 5 a,,,. The connected k-domination problem is precisely the CL-domination problem with L=(k,...,k).
Proofs of the following lemmas are straightforward and omitted. Suppose i IS a simple vertex with a maximal neighbor j in a connected graph G=(K E). The following two lemmas are the bases of the algorithm for the CLdomination problem. a;=a, when a,,=0 for some nEN(t) and a;=min{a,,a, -l} otherwise.
The above lemmas for cl-domination are similar to the lemmas for the Kdominativn m Section 2. They are even simpler in the sense that for a, > 0 two cases are discussed for K-domination (see Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6) but there is a unified case for cl-dominaiion (see Lemma 3.3). However, for the case of a,=0 Lemma 3.2 needs an extra condition "a" =0 for some n E V-I" which is not necessary in Lemma 2.2. This suggests that we always have to keep a vertex n which 1s potentially going to be in D. So we need a simple elimination ordering [or, . . . . v,J with aup = 0. In case there exists no a, =O, we have to apply Lemma 3.3 until such a vertex n is found and then find a new simple elimination ordering [vt, . . . , vq] with vq = n. Now we have the following algorithm. 
Total domination in sun-free chordal graphs
The total domination problem 1s NP-complete for undirected path graphs [26] , split graphs [25] , bipartite graphs [28] and ~-CUBS [ll] . Polynomial algorithms for the total domination problem are available in trees [26] , series-parallel graphs [29] , permutation graphs [ll], interval graphs [23] and block graphs [4] .
In this section we use the same approach as in [4] to give a linear algorithm for the total domination problem in sun-free chordal graphs. Given a graph G = (V, E), V= FU R U BU A U C are patrwise diqoint unions except possibly R nB # 0. Every vertex u in A associates a "vertex" u * which may possibly not in I/. A mixed total dommatmg set (mt-dommatmg set) is a set of vertices D satisfying: (D2) exactly one of u ED and u * ED holds for any u E A, (D3) any vertex in BU(A NI)U (C-D) is adjacent to a vertex m D. Vertices m F, R, B, A, C are called free, requtred, bounded, ambtguous, conditionally bounded and considered to be labeled by F, R, B, A, C respectively. Every vertex has exactly one label except possibly both labels R and B. A total dominating set of a graph G = (V, E) 1s precisely an mt-dominating set of G in which B = V and F= R = A = C=0; and a dominating set is an mt-dominatmg set with C= V and F= R = B= A =0. We use mt(G) to denote the size of a minimum (cardinality) mt-dominating set of G.
To establish a linear algorithm for the total domination problem m sun-free chordal graphs we need the following lemmas; some of them are from [4] and others are similar; the proofs are omitted. In [6] , a dual problem of the k-domination problem was considered. While there is no clear dual of the connected k-domination problem, we can consider a natural dual of the total domination problem as follows. A t-stable set of a graph G = (V, E) is a set of vertices S c V such that any two distinct vertices in S are not both adjacent to a same vertex in V. Denote ts(G) the size of a maximum (cardinahty) t-stable set in G. It is clear that the weak duality inequality ts(G)smt(G) holds for any graph G. Let M be the adjacency matrix of graph G. Then we can formulate the total domination and the t-stability problems as integer linear programming problems: mt(G)=mm{ 1.x: Mxr 1, xr0 integer}, ts(G) = max(y. 1: J.MS 1, yr 0 integer).
For the case of M is totally balanced, it is well known that ts(G) = mt(G) are solvable, see [13, 201 . M is totally balanced tf and only rf G 1s chordal bipartite, 1.e. bipartite and every cycle of length greater than four has a chord. Note that ts(G) = mt(G) is generally not true for sun-free chordal graphs, e.g. ts(K,) = 1 < 2 = mt(&) for nr3.
NP-completeness of domination problems
In this section we will prove some NP-complete results for variations of the k-domination problem, where k is a fixed positive integer. The method 1s simtlar to that m [6] for the NP-completeness of the k-domination problem in bipartite graphs and chordal graphs. The basic idea is to transform the problem in a graph G to the problem of k= 1 in another graph G,. More precisely, for a graph G=(V, E) consider Gk = (V,, &) which results from G by attaching a path of length k -1 to each vertex in V, i.e. Suppose G = (V, E) is an undirected path graph, i.e. there 1s a tree T and a class {P,: u E V} of paths m T such that (u_ u) EE if and only if u # u and P,,n P, # 0. For each path P,, choose an end vertex u * of P,. Consider the tree Tk which results from T by attaching a new path (u *= uo, ul, u2, . . . . uk) of length k at u * for each DE V. It is straightforward to check that Gk is the intersection graph of u ~P"UU1, (~1,~2) ,...,(~k-l,~k)}.
DE v
This proves that Gk is also a undirected path graph. Since the l-domination problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs [3] , we have NP2. For any fixed k, the k-dommation problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs.
By similar arguments we can prove the following results.
NP3. For any fixed k, the connected k-domination problem 15 NP-complete for bipartite graphs, NP4. For any fixed k, the connected k-dommatlon problem IS NP-complete for chordal graphs of diameter 2k+ 1. NP5. For any fixed k, the total k-dommatlon problem is NP-complete for undorected path graphs.
NP6. For any fixed k, the tota k-dommatron problem IS NP-complete for chordal graphs of drameter 2k + 1.
NW. For any fixed k, the total k-dominatron problem IS NP-complete for blpartlte graphs.
